In favor of the patron -

The entire production, unfortunately, is just too goody-good to be believable! Performers look more like the "Young Americans" rather than the would-be toned-off generation.

**WALKING OUT OF STEP**

Most people are bugged by gay restaurants giving a specific time for a reservation and then not even trying to come over an hour without as much as an apology or even an explanation. I can understand an establishment having difficulties with people being late (especially queens) as this causes a back-up, but for heavens sake, have the decency to tell customers who have waited the reason for the delay.

The plot involves transients at the New Time Jesus Church in somewhere, U. S. A., and the ever-so-brief love affair of two of its boarders. The book and script by Nancy Auldin leaves most of its characters undefined. There is little development of the principal roles with the exception of Heather and Memphis (even their love affair is confusing and meaningless).

From my many years of patronizing gay restaurants, an important point that any establishment should stress is the proper training of their help. So many of the places in the bay area tend to hire beautiful young men with qualities other than pleasing people in a manner pertaining to the food service industry. For instance, I was having a chicken dinner one night, and asked for a glass of white wine. When it came it was almost warm. When I complained to the young man, he said "No one has told me it has to be chilled." The management had hired him because he was very heavily endowed, and was to show up his work in very tight pants, and that previous experience at waiting tables was not necessary. However, the management did not deduct from changing $3.95 for the dinner. (That's high for chicken.)

That brings up another point,

**PARADE: JUNE 25**

GIANT GAY DAY '72 PARADE LESS THAN TWO WEEKS AWAY

The Christopher Street West-San Francisco Gay Parade '72 is the Sunday after next, June 25th. The colorful extravaganza begins at 2 PM in the heart of the gay section of the city, at Fine and Montgomery, southwestward along Market to Great, then south again to the longest stretch of the Parade, O'Farrell Street, where it will be followed to Polk Street, and southeast, passing in front of the City Hall Reviewing stand.

There will be seven trophies given for the various entries, and that includes everything from marchers, to floats, to horses and costumes.

The judges for the event have been selected and will include: 11th District Assembly candidate, Joan Irwin; Christian Land of KGO-TV, attorney Sal Ballisterri, and others as well. The reviewing stand shall include a host of luminaries, which will be an event in itself.

At the last meeting of the Parade Committee, particular praise was given to GAYZETTE for its support of the Parade, by the members present, with the parade Marshall, Reverend Ray Beauchamp, calling GAYZETTE the unofficial "voice" of the Christopher Street West Parade", and the Committee giving that statement a round of applause.

GAYZETTE has been honored to have the CSW-DR Parade officials show so much confidence in the publication, and GAYZETTE has wholeheartedly endorsed the Parade and will have an easy in the Parade.

The plot involves transients at the New Time Jesus Church in somewhere, U. S. A., and the ever-so-brief love affair of two of its boarders. The book and script by Nancy Auldin leaves most of its characters undefined. There is little development of the principal roles with the exception of Heather and Memphis (even their love affair is confusing and meaningless).

The performers, although consisting mostly of new arrivals to the professional stage, have a distinguished list of amateur accomplishments and are excellent. The one noteable exception is Greg Bell as Memphis who is unconvincing as the southern nomad. Noteworthy of individual mention is Hope Alexander-Willis as Heather, Robert Ari as Benedict, Adrienne N. Asa as Brother Jay. Their performances are refreshing and convincing in the limited realm of their characterizations.

The music by Nancy Auldin and Nicola D'Amico is interesting but not consistent, "Eggs Benedict", "Dear Mister President" and the title song, "Walking in My Time" are by far the best.

The choreography by George Jack is reminiscent of "Oklahoma" and "West Side Story" and comes off more like a Las Vegas Revue rather than an incorporated feeling into the musical narrative. Although energetic and crisp, it is often times frantic and redundant.
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Rolling On

Perry Presents
The first Annual
Cinder Fella Ball
In the Grand Ball Room of
The Fairmont Hotel
(California Street Exhein)
SAT. JUNE 24
Premitations 9:00 to 9:30
Mail for reservations to
Cinderella 531 Behrendt Street
San Francisco 94117
Phone (415) 861-0000

Samm..... the Cowboy Man (3rd Runnerup for Mr. Cowboy 1972)
Was Injured In a Bike Accident Friday June 2nd

Gayzette interviewed Miss Gluckman, a former entertainer, and was convinced of the complete balance of supplement offered in Super-Pack. Samples of various capsules proved to be unbelievably fruit flavored as well.

Sam was seriously injured in a bike accident Friday, June 2nd. The Benefit Auction will help fund the mounting medical bills.

Bowel function on the 12th were as follows: Mark P. a very nice 231 for the COITS, Edd W. 217 - Trip Shop, Bob H. 215 - Sutter's Mill, and Gerry P. 215 - the Valet.

Highest sets for the night were Bob H. 216 - Super's, Sam Will 217 - The Valet, Dave 172 - Nothing Special - and Chuck M. 215 - The Valet.

Highest special for the night was Bob H. 217 - Super's - and there were some impressive 200's on 6-7, 9-8, 7-8, 9-9, 8-9, and 3-7.

Acknowledgement is also made of the right of Ms. King on the bowling alley. Last Monday we lost the fine lady's been affiliated with splitting supplementally. Unfortunately, in the middle of the game, she left the alley because of the bowling for the evening.

Rex Hart
"Outrageous . . .

(continued on page 6)

(continued on page 5)
Well, summer is almost here and the name calling has begun already. It seems that there is a BITCH who is, I guess, jealous of another person. Anyway, Chuck, we really don't consider you a bitch and you shouldn't concern yourself with other people's jealous fits.

Then all Hell breaks loose when Prince Hanalei hits the stage. This man shakes more parts of his body than I know how to count! It's unreal.

The biggest news on the peninsula right now is the Mr. Peninsula Contest which was held at the Bayou last Monday night. The contestants were judged for their names, makeup, costume and personality. The winner was... (cont'd from page 2)

Weekend after next will be a busy one — The San Franciscans' Ecology Run on Fort Funston starts at noon on the 24th. It's a ten-mile run for the most part, but everyone is involved in keeping our city beautiful and thanks to the San Franciscans for taking a worthy project like this in hand.

We might have used the word "outrageous" in this column innumerable more times, no doubt, but with due credit to Ms. Chisholm's campaign, enough is enough.

Phone: 7756905

Surfing, water skiing, swimming, baseball, and theatre are his favorite activities. To pursue an acting career is a fond dream.

Captivity.

HUNKY GUY NO. 37

Originally from Texas, Dallas has lived in San Francisco for 10 years. He is a Gemini. For 4 years Dallas was a dancer on our local scene. Currently a Eddie Van model, he has also been engaged as a bartender.

He believes the answer to a lot of our community problems could be solved in "working
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TO WEARY

NÈ'S WAITING for A DANCE- with you at the MANHANDLER bar-weary, wants a good man and warm companionship. Sincerity valued as much as physical. Variied interests. Serious letters please. (B-10)

C ome... ■ Get it on with him

FIND "HIM"

GD homosexual

saturn

THE PURPLE PICK ltcoming soon to Market Street

try it .. . You'll like it

A REAL HAWAIIAN TRIP .... Prince Hanalei is unbelievable in PEARLS OF THE PACIFIC at the Village, June 17, 20-24

GRAND OPENING The Trolley, 291 30th Street, Thur (June 22) thru Mon. Grand prize drawing Mon nite. Cock. Hr. (Trolley Special) 4-7 PM Drought 25<t, WeU Drinks 50<t fc.

DRIVER -

A REAL HAWAIIAN TRIP .... Prince Hanalei is unbelievable in PEARLS OF THE PACIFIC at the Village, June 17, 20-24

ROOMS FOR M en

for rent 2 1/2 Br., w/w carpets, new-dec. wood paneled bedroom, easy trans., 2 blks fm. "Lion", $295/mo. inc. util. 563-7878 

SHARE FULLY FURN. CLOSE- in Victorian flat-garden with one other mature guy. $150. mo. (415)673-8627. (B-10)

SHARE KIT and bath with good people at Fell and Steiner. CaU: 626-5818. 

FOR THE GAY PARADE: is supposed to have a mounted posse, and the Empress Jonni and Court will have a most regal entry. Serious GAA, due to the loss of its Parade co-ordinator, Gina La Rouch, who is in the hospital in serious condition, will only have an automobile entry in- stead of the grand elaborate Gay Liberation float that they had been planning on. 

the Gay Parade

(local ad, page 2) for Gay Pals as a rapid rise in the past couple of days has been the entry that the CBS-AM ad is referring to. The ad says: "Our interest is CBS-AM ad of May 30." 

Radio City Player's production of "MAME' Watch here for audition hours on Sat, June 25. 

The Gay Parade will have many different entries, reflecting Drag Queens, the leather crowd, the bikers, the high-campers, the militants, the radicals, the status quo-ers, and all, who will be given the freedom to express themselves in a way which is not possible in the corporate world. The Parade will have many different entries, reflecting Drag Queens, the leather crowd, the bikers, the high-campers, the militants, the radicals, the status quo-ers, and all, who will be given the freedom to express themselves in a way which is not possible in the corporate world. 
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The Parade will have many different entries, reflecting Drag Queens, the leather crowd, the bikers, the high-campers, the militants, the radicals, the status quo-ers, and all, who will be given the freedom to express themselves in a way which is not possible in the corporate world. 

"Almost overnight, the largest agency in San Francisco
tends to the gay area and provides a new sense of security for those who are searching for a new sense of identity. A second publication of your order is placed at the regular ad rate for one insertion. SEND THIS AD saver with your order when you order matching copy. (B-10)

MASSAGE

SHIATSU - Call Rick Orm, Dept. Gay (415) 431-6354. (B-10)

THIERRY - SHIATSU-THAI MASSAGE - Pick up a man, get his body and the massage you deserve. 1501 Folsom St. (415) 434-2874. (B-10)

Gin 

a

MASC

"S T A R T P R I M I^nTG !

CITY GAMES

"THE 75 O O I L L I O N opens at the Village, July 8th.

"THE BULLETIN is not responsible for the accuracy of the information provided in this ad.

CRAFFY CURTIS

and pull him down. .................to hear Ann Weldon, Jun 26-Jul 1

there is no charge for classified ads. Submit your ad to bulletin at perry@election. (B-10)

"IF YOU'RE FREE at any time before 2 am. (B9)

WANTED - Young houseboy to live in. Call after 4 pm on weekends. 697-2541 (B-10)

TAKE CARE OF a 60 yr. old man, hours flexible. Pay $35. 24 hour on the phone at night. Self sufficient, must be a non-smoker. (B-10)

GALSBUSINESS, inc. (B-10)
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Featuring PRINCE HANALEI
with his
"PEARLS OF THE PACIFIC"
Music by "Hawaiian Expressions"

PRINCE HANALEI
is known the world over for his
contortionistic act and fire dancing.
His PEARLS OF THE PACIFIC
is an all male cast.
HAWAIIAN EXPRESSIONS
consists of five males and one
female lead singer.

Tues. thru Sat., June 13-17
Tues. thru Sat., June 20-24
Doors open 7:30 PM
Curtain time, 9:00 PM

Tickets:
Friday & Saturday, $5.00
Sunday-Thursday, $4.00
Group rates available.

Tickets on sale at Tower
Records, Macy's, The Village,
and Downtown Center Box-
office, and at the door.

THE VILLAGE
901 Columbus Ave.

phone 474-6500 or
474-6559